Synchronous Locally Advanced Rectal Cancer with Clinical Complete Remission and Important Downstaging after Neoadjuvant Radiochemotherapy - Personalised Therapeutic Approach
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Rezumat

Cancer rectal sincron avansat cu remisie clinică completă, respectiv downstaging important după radiochimioterapie neoadjuvantă - atitudine terapeută personalizată

Introducere: În cazul pacienților care obțin un răspuns bun după terapie neoadjuvantă, cu downstaging important, sau chiar remisie completă, practica curentă este de a efectua secvența chirurgicală în funcție de evaluarea preterapeutică. În literatură sunt descrise mai multe abordări posibile pentru pacienții cu răspuns bun după terapie neoadjuvantă, de la excizii endoscopică transanală până la “wait and see”. Totuși, nu există un consens internațional, iar abordările terapeutice care exclud chirurgia nu sunt susținute de studii clinice randomizate.

Prezentare de caz: Este prezentat cazul unui pacient în vârstă de 63 de ani, care este investigat și diagnosticat cu neoplasm rectal sincron, la nivelul rectului inferior, invaziv în regiunea perianală și la nivelul rectului mediu, întins axial între 8 și 14 cm, stadalizarea preterapeută fiind cT4N2M0. Comisia oncologică decide radiochimioterapie neoadjuvantă. La reevaluare postterapeutică se constată remisia completă a formațiunii rectale inferioare și leziune ulcerativ infiltrativă remanentă la nivelul rectului mediu. Pacientul refuză în mod categoric colostomia, asumându-și riscul de recidivă și solicitând o intervenție chirurgicală cu anastomoză. Se practică o resecție rectală joasă TME cu anastomoză colo-rectală.
Introduction

Neoadjuvant radiochemotherapy became standard treatment for locally advanced rectal cancer (1). Significant tumor downstaging can be achieved and up to 25 % will obtain a pathological complete response (pCR) (2,3). In those who do achieve a good response to chemoradiation and in whom there is tumor downstaging or even complete remission, it is our practice to surgically treat patients based on their initial staging (4). In literature, varying approaches, like transanal endoscopic microsurgery and even “wait and see”, are described for patients with good response after chemoradiation. However, considering the present level of available evidence, the widespread adoption of a “watch and wait” policy in those achieving a complete clinical remission cannot be justified.

Case report: It is presented the case of a 63 years old patient, investigated and diagnosed with synchronous rectal cancer, inferior rectal cancer invading the perianal region and medium rectal cancer, located between 8 and 14 cm from the anal verge, pretherapeutically staged cT4N2M0. The oncological board decides neoadjuvant radiotherapy. Restaging shows complete remission of inferior rectal tumor and ulcerative infiltrative remnant lesion in the medium rectum. The patient firmly declines colostomy, assuming recurrence risks. A TME low rectal resection with colorectal mechanical anastomosis is performed, postoperative evolution being favorable.

Conclusions: Although, the radical surgery to be done would have been an abdomino-perineal resection, the patient’s option to decline the colostomy imposed a radical intervention just for the proximal tumor. The inferior rectal tumor, with complete remission after neoadjuvant therapy was submitted to “wait and see” approach.
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CEA = 31.83 ng/mL. A colonoscopy/rectoscopy, a thorax and abdomen CT scan and a pelvis MRI are recommended.

A complete colonoscopy is performed and at lower rectum, immediately after the anal canal, with good visualisation through retroflexion, an 1.5 cm protrusive tumoral area is described. In rest, the rectal ampulla is free. At medium rectum level, above the inferior Houston's valve, with axial extension between 8 and 14 cm - an ulcero-vegetant, friable, bleeding, voluminous tumor, occupies 70% circumferential the lumena, largely stenosing, with typical aspect of adenocarcinoma. At sigmoid colon level, 35 cm from external anal orifice, 2 small grouped hyperplastic polyps, approximately 4 mm each, benign aspect, without signification in actual context. The rest of sigmoid, descendant, transverse and ascendent colon, the ileocecal valve and cecum without lesions. The thorax-abdomen-pelvis CT scan and the pelvis MRI describe the anal tumor invading external sphincter, parietal rectal tumoral thickening (Fig. 2) and pelvic lymph nodes, without hepatic or peritoneal metastases, without iliac lymph nodes, the patient being staged cT4N2M0.

The oncological board decides neoadjuvant radiochemotherapy, the proposed therapeutical strategy being: 2 series of chemotherapy - concomitant radiochemotherapy - surgery - chemotherapy.

**Neoadjuvant Chemoradiotherapy**

Initially the patient received 2 cycles of chemotherapy with Capecitabine 1000 mg/m² twice daily, for 14 days, q3w.

Three weeks following the second cycle chemoradiotherapy was initiated.

Regarding radiotherapy, pelvic lymph nodes were irradiated to a total dose of 45 Gy, whilst for the rectum and perirectal tissue a boost of 5.4 Gy was administered up to a total dose of 50.4 Gy, using a conventional 1.8 Gy fractionation scheme. Also, using the simultaneous-boost (SIB) technique the macroscopically invaded rectum portion was treated to a total dose of 56 Gy using a 2 Gy per fraction schedule. All treatments were administered in prone position, using a 7 field IMRT technique (Fig. 3). Verification images were performed weekly.

Concurrent Capecitabine chemotherapy was administered orally using a daily dose of 825 mg/m², divided into two equal doses per day, including weekends.

Neoadjuvant treatment was well tolerated, as seen in Fig. 4, the patient presenting grade II-III radiodermatitis and grade II radiation enteritis.

The patient has been reevaluated 6 weeks after neoadjuvant therapy. At clinical exam, perianal region was tumor free, without ulcerative lesions or local induration; skin depigmentation postradiotherapy (Fig. 5).

Digital rectal exam shows supple anal canal and rectal ampulla, without pathological modifications; good anal sphincter tone confirmed by manometry.

Colonoscopy finds normal mucosa from...
pectinate line to 7 cm; between 7 and 10 cm circular schrinking of the lumena through parietal ulcerative lesions (remnant rectal tumor, infiltrative ulcerative form) - biopsies are taken (Fig. 6). Biopsy fragments, one with granulation tissue aspect with moderate polymorh inflammatory infiltrate (lymphocytes, plasmocytes, neutrophils); the other one with colonic mucosa aspect, with erosive areas, surface fibrinoleukocytic exsudate, including limited area of cells with tahi-chromazy and minimal nuclear hypertrophy, the histopahological diagnosis being small atypical cell group.

MRI scan reassessment shows iodophile irregular rectal thickening, located at superior and medium rectum, about 5 cm length - to be correlated with colonoscopy data. The described lesion associates discrete densification of perilesional fat and satellite lymph nodes, maximum...
10/8 mm: no hepatic metastases found on CT. After reassessment, complete remission of inferior rectal tumor and infiltrative ulcerative remnant tumor located in medium rectum, imagistic corresponding to a 5 cm in length, circular irregular thickening area are found.

The patient is guided to surgical department to perform the surgical terapeutical sequence. For personal reasons, he temporises this moment, surpassing the optimal recommended period to perform surgery after radiotherapy, 6 to 8 weeks. The surgical team presents the patient the surgical options, abdomino-perineal resection being the best solution with the lowest risk of recurrence in accordance to current guides. The patient delays one more time surgery, asking for thinking time. He firmly refuses colostomy, assuming recurrence risks and asks for a surgical procedure with anastomosis. After preoperative preparation, the surgical procedure is performed. Intraoperative, no important fibrosis modifications after radiotherapy are observed, no hepatic or peritoneal metastases are found. TME low rectal resection with colorectal mechanical anastomosis is performed (Fig. 7). A derivative protection ileostomy is done. Postoperative evolution is favorable.

**Histopathological result**

Adenocarcinoma remnant lesions with tubular and cribriform pattern, with mucosal ulceration areas, little necrosis areas, discrete desmoplastic reaction and polymorh inflammatory infiltrate, tumoral areas being present at mucosal, submucosal and muscular levels. 9 lymph nodes were examined - reactive aspect. ypT2pN0pMx.
Follow up proposed: clinical exam, serum CEA and colonoscopy/rectoscopy every 3 months in the first year, afterwards every 6 months and thorax and abdomen CT and pelvis MRI every 6 months in the first year, afterwards every year.

Discussions

The diagnosis particularity of the presented case is represented by the concomitant founding of two rectal tumours. It has been estimated that synchronous colorectal cancer represents 1.1-8.1% of all newly diagnosed colorectal cancers and some studies sustain the hypothesis that an environmental rather than a genetic component is involved, in which various etiologic factors might modify tumor progression, if we exclude hereditary forms of cancer such as Lynch syndrome or familial adenomatous polyposis (6). In this particular case, both tumors are strictly located at rectal level, the situation being statistically rare.

We cannot exclude the issue of the inferior rectal/anal tumor being a metastasis of primary superior/medium rectal tumor. The anal metastases are very rare, being reported in 0.7% cases of primary colorectal cancers (7). Although locally advanced rectal cancer is frequently associated with hematogenous dissemination, especially hepatic through portal vein, in the presented case were not reported distant metastases. It has been described the metastatic spread of colorectal cancer to a site in the perianal region, many reports documenting the implantation metastasis of rectal cancer in anal fistulas, after treatment of hemorrhoids or after colorectal surgery (8-12). Actually, exfoliated cancer cells were often observed in proximal and especially in distal colon in different studies (13). Some reports documented anal metastases through venous or lymphovascular dissemination (14,15).

On the other hand, primary anal tumours are mostly squamous cell carcinoma, with adenocarcinoma accounting for 10 % of all anal cancers (16). Carcinoma associated with fistula-in-ano is one example of primary tumor, adenocarcinoma arising in the anal ducts which are tubular structures originating at the base of the crypts (17).

Our present case had no documented history of fistula-in-ano, colorectal surgery, or anal surgery. The diagnosis started at clinical examination, a rough perianal tumor, corresponding to an endoanal lesion at digital rectal examination being found. Histopathological report showed intestinal adenocarcinoma. The colonoscopy revealed another voluminous medium rectal tumor. The distal tumor site between inferior rectum/anal canal, tumors dimensions, perianal region invasion, adenocarcinoma histopathologic finding of the distal tumor biopsy and the lack of biopsy from the proximal tumor makes difficult the differential diagnosis.
diagnosis between a primary or metastatic distal tumor. After a careful retrospective anamnesis we cannot exclude the possibility of a perianal fistula antecedents, the patient mentioning the evolution of a perianal small lesion not taken seriously into consideration.

Regarding radiotherapy, our option to use the SIB treatment technique was based on previous clinical data from the literature that confirmed the association of this therapeutic approach with high local control and low toxicity rates for locally advanced rectal cancer patients (18,19). Due to the large target volumes, probably a similar target volume dose distribution would have been achieved by using 3D conformal radiotherapy (3D-CRT). However, recent dosimetric comparative data suggest that SIB treatment planning was associated with less gastrointestinal, skin and hematological toxicity when it was used with highly conformal radiotherapy techniques, such as IMRT, compared to 3D-CRT (20).

Also, in order to reduce the bowel volume exposed to a high radiation dose the patient was treated in a prone position. Most literature data suggest that this position is better in terms of small bowel dose sparing (21,22), although in the absence of a belly board, this advantage is reduced.

Reassessment after neoadjuvant therapy, a very important part of rectal cancer management, is many times omitted, surgical recommendations being made on initial staging. In our case, complete clinical remission (cCR) has been taken into consideration, at least for the distal rectal tumor. Regarding the proximal tumor, post therapeutical colonoscopy describes a circular shranked lumen through ulcerative lesions, biopsies being negative. Characteristics like mucosa whitening or teleangiectasia suggest a complete remission, whilst stenosis, ulceration or palpable nodule at tumor site indicate an incomplete response and the necessity of surgery (23).

In a Dutch series where a “watch and wait” approach was adopted, cCR was defined by clinical absence of palpable or visible disease, the absence of suspicious lymph nodes at MRI, no disease or a small scar or ulcer at endoscopy and negative biopsies from the scar (24). Currently, it seems that there is no widespread consensus amongst colorectal surgeons as to the definition of a cCR (25).

Patients with no residual disease (cCR) or mural evidence of cancer at pathology report (ypT0) can harbour cancer cells within lymph nodes (26). On the other hand, some patients with residual clinical disease have achieved pathological complete response (pCR) (27). Clinical, endoscopic or imagistic prediction of pCR remains an important step for the future.

Another particularity of this case is the big interval of time between finalising neoadjuvant therapy and surgical procedure, due to patients reticence to perform surgery. The standard interval of time between radiochemotherapy and surgery is 6 to 8 weeks. Recent data indicate higher rates of pCR if this interval overpasses 8 weeks (28). In the analysed case, consequences of radiotherapy or big interval of time through surgery were not noticed intraoperative.

Therapeutical decision of surgical sequence was imposed by patient’s categorical decline of colostomy and sustained by tumoral response to chemoradiation. The distal tumor obtained complete remission and the approach was towards “wait and see”, meanwhile the proximal tumor was submitted to radical surgery, on the specimen adenocarcinoma remnant lesions being found. Intershincteric proctocolectomy, another possible option in this particular case was excluded because of its contraindications - the initial external anal sphincter invasion [29] and the presence of T4, undifferentiated lesion [30].

Conclusions

The presented case is particular considering the diagnosis, two rectal tumors being found in the same time, and also regarding the therapeutical approach. Although, a radical abdomino-perineal resection would have been indicated, the patient’s option to decline the colostomy imposed a radical intervention just for the proximal tumor. The inferior rectal tumour, with complete remission after neo-
adjunct therapy was submitted to “wait and see” approach.
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